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you and me
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Create space for new ideas, be guided by your inspirations, and bring your loved ones close to  
your dreams and feelings. Create a place in which you feel happy; an oasis that transports 
your family and friends into your heart. bulthaup b Solitaire will become a special element of 
your living space, representing both a focal point and openness. Created with your everyday 
needs in mind, b Solitaire is the platform through which you can express your individualism 
and which accompanies you on your journey – wherever it may lead. Made from materials 
hand-crafted to perfection, the b Solitaire – your b Solitaire – is created at our factory in Aich. 
Over the years, our employees have finessed the finish and expression of form down to a fine 
art. No detail was too small to be irrelevant. b Solitaire elements for the living space were  
born to suit every lifestyle. They are elements that offer great things right from the start so 
that you can achieve great things yourself.
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Feel the uniqueness
Wood radiates warmth. It is a natural and 
living material that combines tradition with 
modernity. Unique grain patterns and unusu-
al growth characteristics give the b Solitaire 
an unmistakably individual character. The  
oak wood, sourced from Central Europe, is 
chosen by expert craftsmen at the factory in 
Aich and processed to create slats and solid 
elements. Special surface treatments, such 
as natural oiling or the application of natural 
wood varnish, prepare the wood for your 
personal needs. No matter how you use your 
bulthaup b Solitaire, our wood will comple-
ment you. It lives, it changes with time, and it 
picks up the traces of your life without losing 
any of its authenticity.
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Outstanding resilience and secure anchoring
Every material tells its own story. Stainless 
steel and cast iron tell a story of technical 
and functional requirements. The enameled 
cast metal grid with its robust heat-resistant 
bars ensures stability thanks to its weight.  
It is therefore also ideal for the b Solitaire 
with wooden top. Yet first and foremost, 
steel also tells your very own story. The blast-
ed stainless steel top with its satin surface 
develops an unmistakable patina over time, 
in accordance with its use. An expression of 
life; as individual as people.





it’s about
here and now
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bulthaup b Solitaire gives you scope for changes yet fits in with your living space like a well-
loved personal belonging. It joins you on your journey and grows with you. At the heart of  
it is the crossed frame, made from aluminum and designed to provide space for the smaller and 
not-so-small ideas in life. Be inspired by the moments and passion that life brings and create 
your very own b Solitaire.
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Harmonious base
A solid foundation is the basis for each con- 
struction; an open, matt-black, deep-ano-
dized aluminum frame provides the base for  
the bulthaup b Solitaire. It is designed to cast  
everyday objects as well as precious memen-
tos in a wonderful light. Combined with sur-
faces made from cold-rolled stainless steel, 
transparent glass or solid oak, your b Solitaire 
becomes a lifelong companion that loses 
none of its practicality even after years of 
intensive use.
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it’s about
yours and mine
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Deep inside, we all harbor the need for familiarity and togetherness. What really makes life 
matter are the simple moments that we share together – these cannot be surpassed in terms 
of their authenticity. Life writes the stories, we make them relevant. We are accompanied  
by things that define us, remind us, and which go with us as we grow and develop. bulthaup  
b Solitaire accompanies you on your own personal journey and therefore becomes part of  
your unique story.
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The aluminum frame serves as the platform 
for a wide array of equipment options, allow-
ing the bulthaup b Solitaire to be configured 
according to individual needs. The equipment 
options include tops made from solid oak, 
stainless steel and glass. Shelves, pull-out 
trays, with and without glass tops, grids made 
from oak and anthracite-colored enameled 
cast steel, perfectly integrated cowhide in- 
lays, and prisms in wood, give you a wide 
variety of functional and design possibilities.













it’s about
what was before
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bulthaup b Solitaire is a piece of your life story, shaped by countless moments and charac- 
terized by your style. Timeless in its simplicity and a fixed element of your living space even  
after many years, it has experienced relationships, friendships or love affairs and absorbed 
them into itself. This intimacy will continue into the future.
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The table is the heart and soul of our lives and 
the core of the bulthaup b Solitaire. In the 
emotional center of the room, it sets the stage 
for unforgettable moments. The b Solitaire 
table represents the shared experiences, the 
moments with family and friends, that stay 
with us all our lives. The table is built using 
traditional craftsman methods. We chose so- 
lid oak wood for the table top specifically 
for its natural and intrinsically harmonious 
overall appearance. It rests on the matt-black, 
deep-anodized aluminum frame. The two 
black stay bolts in the table top continue the 
design of the aluminum frame and connect 
the table frame and the top. In terms of  
their function, they offset the natural wood  
tension and are visually striking.
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Unique creations for all eternity
For millennia, leather has been used to create 
long-lasting and exquisite personal accessories. 
Through high-quality processing methods such 
as vegetable tanning or treatment with wax, 
the cowhide sourced from southern Germany 
develops its true potential for the bulthaup 
b Solitaire. Use over time and the effects of light 
help to create an unmistakable aesthetic patina. 
A true companion, our leather will become a 
mirror of your habits and moments that high-
light your personality and which characterizes 
you and your life – for many years to come.
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b Solitaire table, bench, bench cushions
Table top made from solid wood, 5 cm thick, 
oiled, with frame in aluminum matt black
Height: 74 cm, depth: 100 cm, 
width: 220 cm/250 cm/280 cm

Bench made from solid wood, seat surface  
5 cm thick, oiled
Height: 45 cm, depth: 40 cm, 
width: 220 cm/250 cm/280 cm

Bench cushion made from cowhide
Height: 1.4 cm, depth: 38 cm, 
width: 218 cm/248 cm/278 cm

b Solitaire, 79 × 70 × 70 cm
Equipment can be installed on three levels.

Equipment options:
Shelf, oak
Pull-out tray, oak
Pull-out tray, oak with glass top
Wooden grid, oak
Cast iron grid, anthracite enamel

Top options:
Solid oak, 12 cm high
Glass, 1 cm high
Stainless steel, 0.5 cm high



b Solitaire, 79 × 140 × 70 cm
Equipment can be installed on three levels.

Equipment options:
Shelf, oak
Pull-out tray, oak
Pull-out tray, oak with glass top
Wooden grid, oak

Top options:
Glass, 1 cm high
Stainless steel, 0.5 cm high

b Solitaire 150 × 140 × 70
Equipment can be installed on five levels.

Equipment options:
Shelf, oak
Pull-out tray, oak
Pull-out tray, oak with glass top
Wooden grid, oak



it’s about
further and longer
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An heirloom carries stories onwards to new shores; it enlivens the place with warmth and 
gives it an identity. In this way, even a new beginning becomes part of the story and continues 
the narrative. New goals and fresh ideas put a spring in your step and create prospects for the 
future. Yet at the core is the familiar, so we are able to proceed with courage.
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Transparent elegance
Glass displays without concealing. Glass pro- 
tects without giving anything away. The com- 
bination of superb transparency and robust  
elegance makes glass a valuable element of 
your bulthaup b Solitaire. Just like a gemstone, 
the glass that has been crafted and polished 
with maximum precision shimmers in the light 
and gives the room a subtle glow. Showcase 
your collections or everyday essentials and 
allow your bulthaup b Solitaire to tell the sto-
ries you want.
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The bulthaup b Solitaires can be used from all 
sides. Thanks to free-standing positioning in 
the room, the b Solitaires overcome barriers 
and develop new living spaces. Thanks to their 
lightweight and transparent appearance, 
they also act as elements that can divide or 
connect spaces. The simplistic yet precious 
aura of the matt-black aluminum allows you 
to combine the b Solitaires perfectly with 
existing furniture. This results in freedom to 
create your world in your own personal style.
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Epilog
The individual and the moment 
are what count

At bulthaup, we believe in special moments: 
moments that remain in our memories for- 
ever and which anchor themselves in our 
souls. From the very start, we have believed 
that people are yearning for a special place 
where everything is in harmony and in which  
we truly feel at home and like we have arrived.  
This place is where we enjoy the most won-
derful hours of our lives together with our  
loved ones and which we enjoy with all our 
senses. A place in which everything simply 
coordinates. This is why at bulthaup, we deem 
it our mission to design this special place in 
a manner that is as individual and discerning 
as people themselves. After all, our passion 
is for people with all of their different needs 
and customs. People are happy when they 
can grow and develop, surrounded by family 
and friends while they talk, eat, and laugh. 
In company, people develop their primeval 
instincts, soulful happiness and commitment, 
and create special moments. We use only 
authentic materials and quality in its purest 
form. We believe in our bulthaup employees 
who, with passion and skill, turn your wishes 
into something truly special every single day.  
As a result, we have invested all of our ex- 
pertise and our values in the development, 
design and perfection of the b Solitaire. We 
have taken our passion for detail to its zenith. 
People only blossom once they surround 

themselves with beauty and beautiful things. 
The beauty of the b Solitaire family lets the 
imagination run free. It is this same imagina-
tion that enables people to bring b Solitaires 
to life with their own, individual objects. Only 
then is a b Solitaire perfect and a mirror of  
the soul, meaning that you can create your 
own atmosphere and your perfect home. Dis-
play your personal objects in your bulthaup 
b Solitaire and become the curator of your 
own living space.

Marc O. Eckert
CEO, bulthaup
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